Run No: 2074
Date: 01-Jul-2018
Venue: The Black Horse, Dry Drayton
Hares: Benghazin &
Scribe: Mr Titanic
Sunday, the 1st of July 2018 hash number 2074 I think I've just carried dizzy the dog over sty because
there was no holes and now we are stuck at the gate and there's two houses there I don't know the
names what's your well I'm trying to dictate the notes ha ha hapassing some fields on the right with
some horses look like they wanna join in.just reached a clearing for the fashions clingy Dave the rave
hand a few others looking totally lost three options here so we are completely confused where we are
on on down below if you have found this avenue have beautiful orchards. Just reach the road caught
up with mother and smother her ashes but I know now it's back through the gate and how long the
field that's good honey yeah where is your where is your dog is it,only go past the field Avenue Lisa
and crops m I were really electric now just passing bedsores and Claire no I ..of course bringing your
phone on the hair is it soon so I will probably get down down for this if I'm luckysaid Klinger wimp has
just running with checkpoint at the moment we seem to have a similar place she is running in blue
today with a hat and black trousers just had a check back went and told it for me have gone past again
and Jetstream has just caught up he's wearing white black leopardskin hat just passed us but today no
black Labrador who is having a rest. Hold it for me has just gone by and thanked me for writing this
but could be a load of rubbish. Some of the last paragraph is out of order by the way. On on. It's a
beautiful sunny day blue skies very hot about 27° I think just approaching a field full of rape seed
Yellowfield hand checkpoint. Generator is here not checking it out as usual oh sorry she checked out
the last one. well we want to but have to check back so just overtaken by hold it for me and went for
the third time. Here we are in a beautiful field full of cows ashes approaching from different directions
or are they both okay and some sheep dizzy the dog is on the lead.just 2 miles in large field hashers
council and sheep and the dog.. good morning Begari good morning we just met in the kissing gate
but this he doesn't get a kiss.now running down a cool shaded path and arriving at a new road and a
CH3 arrow which says turn right. Then off up the hill through the crop fields on under another shaded
path very pleasant A a small aeroplane passes overhead. Over a little wooden bridge and now we have
done 3 miles hopefully halfway maybe we are now running with unmentionable and Antar and we just
reach the checkpoint called LE a RL. Another path shaded by woods just what we need and mother
and checkpoint passes.we can hear traffic in the distance maybe we are near the A14. Passing another
field of turnips parsnips planted in Nidaros there must be millions and alas there is another check back
however there is no sign of some of the front runners. There is a sneaky right turning halfway through
to the road that explains it and it is not the A14 at all it is what it is the bar Hill loop. And turn left up
another path partially tree covered and tree lined up a slight gradient and here is.be a stop who says
follow the trail to the best of. just passed 4 mile point. Passing field on the right full of beans hey look
like broad beans and they taste very nice. When passing through A small housing estate to the best
up at 4 1/2 miles. Where we all met up with the walkers for some ghost hello ship sale and chocolate
cake and a whole washing up bottle of water for dizzy then just ran the corner back down to the pub.
And we have just met oh Lala who walked round the trail. So down down to 2 visitors from Hong Kong
Hong Kong dressed in yellow to attract flies and today has been Ghazi and they stop One for a
checkpoint but she's already checked out for swearing on the trail was awarded to permit for being a
lookalike. One donated to send gentleman what's the score to Antara. A down down awarded to the
big Springer for going in the opposite direction to the arrow. One to me that the Titanic for writing is

rubbish. Another countdown to coming. One for when he lost his passport overboard. Are you down
down for 10 bedsores for deciding it and for caring it out.
Having dictated the main body of the report during the run what is left is for me to summarize and dictateinto my
iPad as I relax in my bath.
Having just watch the Austrian Grand Prix after getting back from the hash in which young max one in Austria
for Redbull. I don't know how many of you have tasted Redbull but it is amazing they can sell enough stuff to
run formula 1 team. Can you fart on a recent Monday hash he has decided we would pick up litter and Karolis. It
was amazing that all the cans of Redbull picked up off the street was still half full except for one that just goes to
show there is at least one person outthat fact likes it. Just think how well they could do they marketed a nice been
bitch no beer. My iPad does not understand bitch beer.
To summarize we started at Blackhorse Public accounts and drive tonight and we went for our smiles and hot
sunny weather and some nice countryside was not fiancé sublease Siri call me John Savill and enjoyable be
strong.
Actually this is not working at all we have a new boss it is a Victoria and Albert andto be honest the acoustics do
not seem to work with I'm tired of Siri next timeWill have to try the other bath which is a Betting bath.
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